SPECIFICATIONS
MAX VOLTAGE - 600VAC 3Ø
RATED CURRENT - 800 A
STANDARDS - UL508A
ENCLOSURE RATING - NEMA 3R
REF. ES100145SE3A
DURABILITY - 3550 CYCLES
EST SHIPPING WEIGHT - 650LBS
COLOR - RAL7035 LIGHT GREY

DIMENSIONAL
STS800N3RSE3C

RECEPTACLE/COVER COLOR SCHEME
L1 L2 L3 N GND
240VAC BLK RED BLU WHT GRN
480VAC BRN ORG YEL WHT GRN
600VAC BLK BLK BLK WHT GRN
NOTE: FUSES PROVIDED IF PURCHASED
208-600VAC : KRP-C-800SP